2000 oldsmobile intrigue climate control module

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. This original equipment valve will provide the same performance, durability, and
service life you expect from General Motors. Skip to main content. OEM original used part.
Tested and fully functional. See more. FREE delivery: March 4 - 9. Only 6 left in stock - order
soon. Add to Cart. Visit the ACDelco Store. This fits your. Customers also viewed these
products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Dorman Vacuum Amplifier. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
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reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I bought this for a '98
Grand Prix GT. For a very long time, I had an AC problem where it would only blow through the
floor and defrost vents. It only tended to do this in hotter temperatures of course. Eventually I
couldn't change the level setting at all. Neither a mechanic nor the service department could tell
me how to fix it. The AC was basically useless, unless I wanted my feet really cold. I narrowed
the problem down to this part after looking at an exploded view. Finally, working AC.
Unfortunately, the car spun a bearing less than a year later, but at least I was cool during that
time. Perfect fit for my '98 Pontiac Grand Prix. The dual zone automatic climate system now
works just as good as it ever has, and the fix was a lot cheaper than I thought it would be! Take
it from an ASE Master Technician, if you have a Buick Roadmaster or Chevy Caprice that the
ventilation air starts coming out of vents that the control panel doesn't indicate, this is probably
the problem. Lower the glove box and grab the electrical connector, usually it will start acting
correct when you do this and you'll know it'd the issue. One person found this helpful. Kicks
butt over local parts prices on it. I was very timid that this would fix my problem. It fixed it just
fine I'm glad to say. Only took about 20 minutes to install. Now my car is comfortable to drive
once again. Excellent product as described, fast shipping, great price. Would recommend
families and friends. Got the job done. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: hvac control , climate control , climate controls , acdelco parts , valve air
conditioning , Best Rated in Automotive Replacement Air Conditioning Control Valves. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
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Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. This car is easy to drive. Responds quickly.
Good for long distances and short hops. Love the heated seats in our cold Wisconsin winters.
Has all the features I "need. Review Date: 20th June, I own a Olds Intrigue. I have been reading
all the problems, which I also have went through. The major problems we've had are the
blinking dash and headlight syndrome, the body control module quit working, the ABS and
traction control module quit working, and now the security system keeps the car from starting
the next time you go to start it. One of the reviews talked about overheating; I had the water
pump replaced in the car, and the mechanic put too much gasket glue between the pump and
face of the engine block, causing too much space. The pump could not pump enough coolant to
keep engine cool at higher rpms. Too bad, this has been a nice car to drive and the ride is great,
but way too many electrical problems from a company that builds cars for a living. Review Date:
18th June, This car loves the oil. Can't keep it in her. Doesn't leak or burn it though. Figure that
out? Review Date: 25th March, Soon after buying my intrigue in , it didn't start. Since dec. BUT
newly discovered problem I decided to do the costly repair of taking apart that part of the
engine time consuming and it was coming from the bypass tube. Side note: the key-less entry
randomly stopped working a few years ago and started working again after the starter was
replaced simply: power to the car was disconnected so computer was reset. Side note 2: sway
bar is broken on one side and cracked on the other. I was told about a crack last year, but got a
second opinion that said nothing was wrong with it. I also have the flashing dashboard and
head light problem. AND I found out my rack and pinion and power steering line is leaking.

Overall the car has been really good love that the back seats fold down and it's a good size car ,
just have had a few problems the last two years. I'm not too happy about the car randomly
dying, so that worries me a bit. I've never had a car do that before I've owned about I haven't
done enough preventative maintenance over the last two years been on the search for a new
mechanic other than oil changes and tire rotation, so I think I'm paying for it now. Review Date:
5th March, I also the random stall problem at idle. I replaced the crank position sensor, which is
located behind the starter. I have not had the random stall problem since. Good luck! Cruise
control stopped working. Climate control module stopped working. Heated seats stopped
working. General Comments: This car is easy to drive. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the
spelling and grammar Delete this review. Summary: Great looking, poor electricals Faults: Hi.
General Comments: Too bad, this has been a nice car to drive and the ride is great, but way too
many electrical problems from a company that builds cars for a living. Summary: Overall, this
car is not dependable and you need a second car in case this one breaks down Faults: The Four
Struts had to be replaced at kilometers. Two front wheel bearings replaced at kilometers. Check
engine light on at and can't get it off. Shifter knob broken at kilometers. Brakes replaced every
km at a cost of dollars each time. Starting problems sometimes which can't be fixed. Alternator
and belt replaced at km. Sometimes the interior lighting works, sometimes it don't. General
Comments: This car is a nice powerful, good looking comfortable car. However, it is a money
pit. Summary: O. General Comments: Overall the car has been really good love that the back
seats fold down and it's a good size car , just have had a few problems the last two years. Reply
to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Next Page of
Reviews Write a Review. Based on public records. Inadvertent errors are possible. This web site
is not associated with, endorsed by, or sponsored by and has no official or unofficial affiliation
with the vehicle's manufacturer. Bulletin Bulletin date Replacement Bulletin Item no. General
motors corp: special coverage adjustment; analog onstar deactivation. Some vehicles may
experience the interior light staying on or a blown power fuse causing the radio, windows, door
locks and sunroof to be inoperative. Cruise control, entertainment system, interior lights, power
windows, power sunroof inoperative. Some customers may comment on an intermittent
condition where the headlamps or interior lights may dim for up to 10 seconds. Wire harness
may be stretched, or the pcs may not be oriented in the same position, after installing a service
replacement valve body assembly. Blinkers on a oldsmobile intrigue will quit working
intermittently. No injuries as of yet but a default in the left side directional signal turning light.
Complete power interruption while driving for just a second, causing all warning lights
illuminate. The oldsmobile intrigue randomly does not start and sometimes leaves the family
stranded. I believe that i am experiencing the very same issue as addressed in investigation ea
Passlock problem, the car will not start. Headlights, instrument lights, and fan dim and or flicker
while driving. My rack and pinion went out on car. Headlights and all electrical will dim and fan
for heater will slow and the power of the engine will lull for a few seconds does not matter what
speed i am going noticeable mostly at night with use of head lights. While driving down the road
at any speed the computer shuts down and the vehicle shuts down completely, when hitting a
bump on the road. While driving headlights dimmed without warning. While driving at night the
head lights intermittently went from bright to dim. Purchased my intrique in october of , at that
time i noticed in the evening while drive the outside lights would brighten and dim extensively,
where to the fact oncoming drivers would flash their bright lights in my eyes causing me hard
time viewing the road, can you imagine what they thought when my lights were doing this to
them, and who knows how gright the beam was in their eyes, because it seems as a power
surge going on. Lights dimming and flickering, started at 7, miles. Right directional bulb failure.
Bought car oct as a used auto. Electrical problems with vehicle. The alternator has been
replaced twice, also the headlamps flicker and have shut off while driving, dealer discovered
that the bolt for battery ground cable bottomed out in block not allowing cable to ground
consistantly, consumer began to experience problem again, dealer inspected the wire harness,
installed a new body control module, dealer stated lights dimmed when air was commanded on,
however consumer was informed that vehicle is operating normally. The major complaint i have
with this automobile is the electrical system. Consumer was traveling on highway and without
prior notice electrical system went out. When driving and upon using the headlights, radio gets
very hot to the point that one can't touch it. The alternator ripped out of the engine block.
Headlights dim on and off, heater fan goes on and off, interior lights go on and off, took to
dealer and was told alternator voltage regulator is bad. Problem seems to be getting worse. The
headlights filcker at various times and this alternator has been replaced 3 times. When driving
at night with headlights on, without any warning headlights will completely shut down ,causing
poor visibiity for driver. All interior and exterior lights will spontaneously dim. Intermittently
headlights lights blink on and off, obstructing view of driver. The car will not crank the starter at

times about 3 times a week. As i was driving, the car stalled in the traffic. Consumer states that
the computer on the vehicle malfunctions and causes the vehicle to shut off when the consumer
is at a complete stop. I love my intrigue except for the bugs that seem to keep popping up. Vin
1g3ws52h7yf gm oldsmobile intrigue 4- door sedan intermittent electrical failure while driving
causes complete stall of engine. The headlights pulsate at night. I have only had this vehicle for
3 weeks but i have noticed that the lower part of the radio and the fog lamp switch get very hot.
Automotive Forums. Automatic Climate Control shuts off periodically I have a Olds Intrigue,
which I love, except for one problem. The climate control system sometimes just shuts off
automatically It may stay off for just a period of minutes, but sometimes can last for a day or
more. And then just as mysteriously as it turned off, it turns back on again. Sometimes I can
"solve" the problem if I shut off the car and then restart it, but this doesn't always work. Any
ideas on what the problem could be? Could it be a loose wire? I've taken it to the dealer, but
they are unable to duplicate the problem. Almost forgot to mention When all this stuff happens
the blower motor fan is still on? Kristen, 3 questions. When was the last time you changed the
cabin air filter? Are you having problems with the temperature sensor gving false readings? I
have to exact same problem as KristenD. Does your system have an automatic feature? If so, try
turning it on. As for the wrong temperature readings, try cleaning the temperature sensor with a
wet rag Could be a ground wire is loose. I'm now having the same problem as the original post
on my Intrigue. At first my climate control was intermittently going dark no power, no digital
readout, no defrost, no air movement whatsoever, no compass indicator on my rearview mirror ,
and a couple weeks later completely died. After checking that my related fuses were ok and
replacing the relay just in case, no dice. I had the climate control module replaced with another
used module, which seemed to "fix" the problem for a few days. Unfortunately, now the used
module is also dead as a doornail with the same symptoms as before. I've got a 6-month
warranty on the used climate control module, but I haven't had it replaced yet. Now, this
morning I had a new development: my car wouldn't start. I just now replaced my battery and
started my car, but the climate control is still dark. Any ideas out there on what might be going
on with my climate control? Could a bad climate control module kill my battery? And I forgot to
mention in my last post Just before my climate control died completely, it could still blow
bone-chilling air, and the passenger side cabin air filter is new. Also, my cruise control recently
stopped working as well--won't turn on. I haven't had this problem with an Intrigue but I had a
very similar problem with my previous car a Taurus. In my case a grounding wire had come
loose. I have an Intrigue 3. This is after I added 3 cans of freon I over charged it and it never got
better. I have not had it fixed yet. Questions: Has anyone had this problem? Can this unit be
repaired? If all else fails, does anyone know where I can get a 'good' used one to buy? Thank
you in advance for your input. Is this the part they say you need? Follow-up to my first post, I
bought the Climate Control Unit on ebay, replaced the old with it and my air is still only blowing
ambient temperature. Any other thoughts??? Thank you in advance for input. Sorry--forgot to
update my thread with the solution I eventually found. After I shelled out for another climate
control module which didn't solve my problem , we found that my climate control woes were
due to a bad ignition switch. Come to find out my rearview compass which I assumed was just
broken , cruise control which I didn't use anyway , and climate control all shared the same
power path, I guess. I really do need to get those schematics Another problem caused by a bad
ignition switch Thanks for updating us. If the blower motor in your 3. Although the blower
control module can not be tested with simple multimeter resistance tests, it can be tested and
finding out if it's bad or not is not hard. This is because this particular blower control module
was used in several models from to To aid you in further knowing if this tutorial applies to your
Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, or Pontiac vehicle, this tutorial applies to the following aftermarket
blower control module part numbers:. The blower control module is a solid state device unlike
the old style blower motor resistors that actually use resistors. It controls blower motor speed
by varying the voltage it sends to the blower motor. This is no cause for concern since the
circuit descriptions are the same for all of the GM vehicles covered by this repair tutorial.
There's a good chance that you can buy it online for a whole lot cheaper than somewhere local.
The following links will help you comparison shop for the blower control module and the blower
motor:. We're gonna' start our blower control module diagnostic by checking the basics: battery
power and Ground. We need to make sure that these two are being fed to the blower control
module. Terminal B of the small 2 terminal connector is the one that feeds battery power 12
Volts to the blower control module see illustration above. And terminal C of the large 4 terminal
connector feeds the module with Ground see illustration above. Checking for battery voltage
and Ground can be done with a simple multimeter voltage and continuity test and in the
following steps I'll show you how. Disconnect the blower control module from both of its
harness connectors and turn the key to the on position but don't start the engine. NOTE: All of

the tests in this section are done on the blower control module's harness connectors and not
on the module itself. The illustrations in the image viewer show the front view of the female
metal terminals of the connectors. Check for battery voltage 12 V on terminal B of the small
connector with your multimeter in Volts DC mode. This is the circuit that feeds the blower
control module with power from the under-hood fuse box and should be hot all the time.
Terminal C belongs to the larger blower control module connector. Your multimeter should
register continuity. To be a bit more specific, your resistance value should be 0. This is the
correct and expected multimeter test result and tells you that the blower control module is
getting power and Ground. The next step is to make sure that the blower motor is functioning
correctly. We can accomplish this by bypassing the blower control module with a jumper wire
and checking to see if the blower motor runs on HI speed. Double check that you're testing the
correct terminals and repeat the test. If your multimeter still does not register battery power or
Ground in the indicated blower control module connector terminals, then you have found the
problem that' s keeping the blower motor from working or functioning correctly. If power is
missing from the small connector Terminal B, then you need to check to see if the underhood
fuse is blown. Replace as necessary and re-test. If Ground is missing from terminal C of the
large connector, then my suggestion to you is to repair this Ground by adding a Ground wire to
the wire connecting to this terminal and re-test. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2. In this tutorial, I'll show you how to get it done in a
step-by-step way. To aid you in further knowing if this tutorial applies to your Buick, Cadillac,
Chevrolet, or Pontiac vehicle, this tutorial applies to the following aftermarket blower control
module part numbers: AC Delco Duralast JA Four Seasons Standard Motor Products RU
Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 3. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type.
Genuine OEM Items Aftermarket Branded Items Private Label 4 Items 4. Not Specified 54 Items
Chevrolet 67 Items Dorman Items General Motors 61 Items OEM 24 Items Oldsmobile Items
Unspecified Length 25 Items Lifetime 26 Items New Items Used Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your
Oldsmobile. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns.
Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian
dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's
conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency
Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly
out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January If all published diagnosis from the appropriate applicable
service manual has been performed without success then an enhanced thermostat may need to
be installed. Cause The engine thermostat may not provide adequate coolant flow. Correction
Perform all published diagnostics from the appropriate Service Manual and any repairs that may
be indicated. If these have been performed without success, then an enhanced thermostat
should be installed. A thermostat with improved coolant flow has been developed for the 3. For
complete detailed instructions on the proper installation of this thermostat, refer to the
appropriate applicable GM Service Manual. I have no other speeds in between. I believe that it is
the blower motor resistor. Could you tell me if it has one resistor for all speeds or two resistors,
one for low speeds and one for high only? Thanks again for your past help!!! Manual AC uses a
resistor network which provides all speeds except high. Automatic climate control uses a
blower control module. Thank you very much, I will try to fix this with in the next few days.
Again, thank you!!!! You're welcome. Good luck with it. Btw, it's been about F here for the last
few days. High blower speed is all we use in this neck of the woods! Well I finally purchased the
Intrigue. The car is in great shape with a couple of minor problems. I mentioined before thea
thte fuel guage is not working. The last few times I have been in the vehicle it has been reading
full which it should. But at times, it will drop to empty and the light comes on. I haven't been
albe to pinpoint under what conditions it drops to empty. The initial diagnosis is the fuel
sending unit but I'm not so sure anymore. BTW, I use the trip odometer to decide when i need
gas. The other minor problem is when the first turn in the morning which is normally when I
come out of my parking space, I can feel a short "rubbing" either in the wheel or the steering

column. Just after the car has been sitting for a while. Knock on wood. We are finally getting rid
of our Olds Intrigue at 60K miles. GM lost us as customers for all time. In fact, I can't imagine
buying any American make car ever again. Here is a partial list of the things that failed on this
car: - front rotors replaced twice. Not due to wear. We paid for many of these ourselves. This car
has stranded my wife and child three times in the past year and a half. Save your money and
heartache and don't buy one of these beasts. What a waste of money! The Initialization
sequence cycles each valve solenoid and the pump motor as well as the necessary relays to
check component operation. The Initialization sequence may be heard and felt while it is taking
place, and is considered part of normal operation. What took you so long in getting rid of the
ing? Well, I think it was always a case of thinking that we finally had the thing sorted out. But
the parts just keep failing. I also wanted to get a certain amount of use out of it before taking the
value hit. I figure I will be lucky to get 4K for it as a trade. I had the same issue with the wiper
arm coming loose happen on my '98 Intrigue. It was "fixed" under warranty, but it was never
right. I had it back in the shop 3 additional times in 36K and I'd bet anything whoever got that
car after I got rid of it back in has had it fixed since. Sorry I don't know the details of the repair
or a cost estimate since it was always warranty work, but if you have the repair made
professionally I'd look for someone who stands behind their work. I generally enjoy my Intrigue;
however, I hate to bump the speed limiter at approx m. I drive long distances in West Texas, and
have frequent opportunities to "bump the limiter. Is there a way to easily disable the speed
limiter? I also own a Ford ZX2, and disabling the speed limiter only required clipping one wire.
Hello All! I've owned my 98 Intrigue for five years now, and have had all the usual problems. ISS
replaced once, and is now clunking again. Wind noise, water leak, door trim sticking, oil leak,
etc. Needless to say, I'll never buy another Olds. My problem is this; I recently had a brake job
done, and they replaced the pads and rotors. Seems to get better at higher speeds, but I could
be crazy. Anyone else had this problem? I'm thinking maybe brake drag. Just wondering if
anyone has had this problem and solved it! Thanks in advance. When I replace the rear brakes
and rotors on my 98, the instructions said that you only had to remove one of the slide bolts on
the caliper and rotate the caliper up to remove the rotor. I wanted to make sure that both slide
bolts were greased and free, so, I greased both bolts on each caliper. It turned out that the slide
bolts that they told me not to remove were the ones that had some rust on them. I was glad that
I decided to check both slide bolts and not go exactly by the instructions. Maybe, they didn't
grease both slide bolts and it is causing the right side to not release completely. Just a thought.
Good luck. Wow I feel lucky. I have a 98 with K mi which really hasn't had anything major go
wrong outside normal wear and tear. I guess the 2 worst minor things would be oil pan gasket
leaking. And the sockets for for day time running lights. February Noticed lately that the driver's
door is "in" a little at the bottom - not fitting flush against the bottom of the front fender - and is
"out" a little at the diagonally opposite corner. Is it just a simple matter of loosening a couple of
bolts, "finessing" the door into position and tightening the bolts again, or could the hinge pins
be shot? I have to admit that the panel gaps are pretty even throughout the car and the five
years I've owned it I've only had this one problem. Thanks, Deke. At miles have had or still have
a problem other than the ISS and steering rack. It stalled completely twice while driving down
the street. Service engine soon light would flash sometimes while driving. Would start and die
about three times. Sometimes when cranked a long time 5 to 10 seconds, the smoke would roll
out the exhaust and very bad odor exhaust. From info learned here on this site I went to my
favorite dealer for a code scan, even though the service engine soon light would never lock in.
There were no codes found with the scan tool. Assuming it to be the CKP, fuel pressure
regulator,or ignition switch the mechanic checked the fuel pressure and test drove the vehicle
with no problems, naturally. The car started and died. Mechanic then started it and wiggled the
switch and got it to die twice. Also thought that I may have picked up some bad fuel at Wally
World, as after fueling there the problem started. Just put in I did appear that cold weather
freezing or below was a factor. I told the dealer I was coming back irate if this does not solve the
problem. The new switch has a different part but the mechanic said that they are always
changing the part number but not the product. We had the same problem with our '01 less than
a year into ownership. The dealer knew what caused the car to die right away and replaced it. He
started up the car at the dealership, wiggled the key and the car died. Haven't had the problem
in the 2 years since replacement. I sent the wife out to test it out and she just came home so I
assume it must be OK. I didn't want to be out stranded and run over by an SUV so I sent her.
She likes the car as it was her driver before I bought her a Buick regal. Recently had to jump
start my '99 Intrigue -- not sure why because the battery is only six months old. After it started, I
decided to have the battery checked -- it's fine. The tech, at a local oil change shop, changed the
fuse for the power windows, but indicated that there was no power to the fuses for the other
items. He suggested I take it to the dealer. Any ideas?? Ok, so here is weird one. I get to work

yesterday and notice my key fob is totally out and does not work. Thought it was the little
battery buried in it. I am not making this up. After I got home tonight, I tried my wife's and it too
is not working. All the key fobs for our new Saturn VUE work though. Today same deal, and it is
on the news again, but of course the news hacks are clueless as to why or any way to correct
this. How the hell do I fix it. Let me know if anyone has a fix or what the dealer may need to dothanks. No yucca mountain radiation leak jokes. That goes for Roswell comments too please. I
have o Intrigue GL an I am the seocnd owner. I've noticed the headlights flickering at night. Not
all the time but enough to be annoying. I've seen discussions on this topic here and other GM
boards. Has anyone gotten to the bottom of what the probelem is? I've heard it has to do with
the alternator but I haven't found a clear answer. I think you get mey ppoint. Any thoughts?
Seems like this characteristic of the Intrigue is here to stay. We have a GL and with 4 alternator
replacements under warranty it still flickers. Doesn't make any difference what accesory
equipment is on, but it does seem to happen more frequently on ours when temps are less than
55 degrees. I'm sure the previous owner knew about this and would check to see if he tried to
have it fixed. This may be repaired by the Oldsmobile dealer under a "silent warrany" if it hasn't
been tried before. Good Luck. What is the bulb size that has a plastic socket and it goes behind
the instrument cluster speedometer? Is it a PC ? Noticed this morning that the lights in the shift
indicators in the console don't work. The traction control button is lit, as are all dash, radio and
climate control lights, so I don't think it's a fuse. Any ideas? I recently replaced the bulb in the
shifter indicator Not sure if you saw my post in the other board, however, the solution seems to
have stopped my problem. Its a easy thing to try. One thing i forgot in that post is that i included
an extra lock washer. The star type ones that have several teeth around the perimeter between
the frame and what is there. This way the washer digs through the paint to the frame instead of
relying on the bolt threads for contact which tend to rust up. Then coated the thing with grease.
Link to another post moonshadow "Oldsmobile Intrigue" Dec 16, am Good luck. Thanks
moonshadow. I thought this was discussed. Just a couple of more questions for you. Is this
something that is easy to do or should I have my mechanic take a look at it? It sounds like this
is still working for you. I would hate to replace the alternator esp since everything else seems to
work just fine. Next up is the fuel sending unit. It still reads only full or empty. No in between. I
think I will have my mechanic check it out next month since the inspeciton is due. Yea, its pretty
simple. Its a 8 or 10 mm bolt and its right there behind the bat. Follow the smaller black wire
from the negative connection. I remember that there was something in the way that i just
pushed aside. I have small brash and steel brushes almost look like toothbrushes for cleaning
smaller bits in smaller places. Clean all washers, terminals and bolt threads. I still don't know
why a pump would bugger up a fuel guage. If the car doesn't act up or hestitate. My experience
is that if the sending unit is available seperately, then that is what is needed. Gm has had a
problem with the wiper on the sending unit eroding on sunfires and crapaliers and i have
replaced some chylsers that had the sending unit wires break. I did see, online, a manual
reference once on how to replace the components seperately, so i presume that it is available.
Go figure, maybe they want to replace everything in sight, just in case, so that you don't come
back saying it didn't get fixed right the first time or hehe maybe someone wants your pump for
some other use. No that would never happen. March I'll give it a go. I can't figure out the fuel
sending unit either. There is no hesitation or any other sign that the fuel pump is going bad. But
where's everyone else? I have a factory installed sunroof on my Intrigue. It still pops up but it
no longers slides open. When I push the button, the glass lowers like it wants to start sliding
open then stops. Luckily the glass stays closed and I can return it back to its "neutral" settign
with no problem. I was thinking something might be blocking the glass bu wasn't sure. Anyone
have any thoughts? I currently have my wife's bobby pin holding the button in or it turns off.
The dealer is asking too much to fix this? Is there an easy way to fix this myself? The "Check
Engine Soon" light on my 98 intrigue GL k miles is on and I was wondering if anyone knew how
to reset it? I read somewhere on this board to try disconnecting the battery, but I did disconnet
the battery for 20 minutes, and the light came back on immediately when i restarted. Usually the
first time it comes on it happens after I have been running the car for about 5 minutes. Is there
any other way? I had a garage reset last time and it staid off for 5 months. Thanks for any help.
Have a parts chain store such as AutoZone read the stored trouble codes no charge , and post
them. Any other approach is guessing and throwing parts at it. My wife had one of the original
'98 Intrigues with the 3. Now she has decided that she wants another Intrigue and we have
located a with the 3. What is the reputation of that engine for reliability or lack of it. I'm familiar
with the 3. Anyone know why Olds wnet to the 3. Thanks for any and all help. The 3. They had
some crank sensor problems on the early ones but fixed them. It's a little slower off the line
than the 3. It's also smoother than the 3. It has 20 more horsepower and is a little better on gas.
Both engines have made the Wards 10 best list. I've got a '00 Intrigue 3. I also have a '01 Buick

Regal with the 3. Both are great but the 3. They killed the 3. The reason seems to be that it was a
90 degree V6 and couldn't fit alot of applications. Most V6s are 60 degree and take up less
space. The new GM G3. Hope this helps. You can't go wrong with either engine. Bennycheck:
Thanks for the info. One more question if you don't mind. I'm told that the 3. I am familair with
this maintenance issue as my Audis are also built this way. What is the suggested mileage
interval for a timing belt change. Most Audi drivers are doing it at 60, miles even though the
owner's manual states 75, Thanks again. Has a timing chain not a belt. Also has Platinum spark
plugs that go ,mi between changes. About all you have to do is change the oil every 3Kmi,
change the air filter, and check the coolant level. Tune up every ,mi and you're set to go. As I
said, a great engine. Also gets about 30 to 32 MPG on a trip on reg. It's the best engine I've ever
owned, and that includes a '92 Maxima 3. It does take 6 quarts of oil with a filter change. Small
price to pay for such a nice motor. If you already own an Intrigue with a 3. Gm has pledged to
support the 3. You won't be disappointed if you get one. Has GM indeed pledged support for the
LX5 until ? I was wondering if I should stock some crankshaft sensors That's what I read when
they announced that Olds was going bye bye. Don't know if it's true or not but I think they have
to, by law, support a discontinued car for 10 years. If the sensors have been a problem for you,
I'd get a few just to be safe. There have been reports on this board of having to wait for steering
parts for a few weeks at a time. Don't know about engine parts. April We have a model with only
31, miles. As I could almost figure, it turned out to be a rear wheel sensor for which they have to
replace the entire hub assy. Has anyone heard of this type of failure? Hi i just had this problem.
Its the bulb in the shifter. Its really simple, just unscrew and replace the bulb. Hi how do you
reset the oil channge botton on a 98 intrege olds? Follow this procedure to reset the engine oil
life monitor: Turn the ignition to ON; do not start the engine. Fully depress and release the
accelerator pedal slowly 3 times within 5 seconds. Turn the ignition to OFF after the indicator
has finished flashing, then start the vehicle. Do all Intrigues have the Oil Life monitor? I have a
Intrigue. I'm pretty sure, yes. My has it. Now I don't have to worry about the every mile oil chang
jetta alternator
audi tow hitch cover
6 20 amp fuse box
es. I also thought "cool" re changing the oil only when the monitor says it's time, but every
service guy I have talked to about this thinks otherwise. Maybe they're just being conservative
or cautious, but they still like miles intervals, or in my case since I don't rack up a lot of miles,
one suggested every 4 months would be reasonable. Obviously, the kind of driving a person
does makes a huge difference in what is best for the engine. Also, some engine designs are
more sensitive than others to the need for frequent changes. I'm of the opinion that engines
love clean motor oil, rewarding the owner with a long service life. Oil is cheap, engines aren't.
Based on this, I do change the oil when the monitor warns about an upcoming oil change, but
usually have it changed at about 4 to mls, having the monitor warned or not. Sometimes, the
monitor will warn only after mls, and the oil gets mighty dirty by then. I'd rather make Earth less
green than having oil passages clogged in the engine

